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Ahstract 
An important question in geoscicnces is the physical interpretation of global geoid 
forms and the improyement of our knowledge on the inner structure of the Earth. The authors 
suggest a new method ,,-hich :'eparates geoid heights due to upper known density inhomo-
genities from geoid heights of inner unknown mass distributions. The interpretation of remain-
ing geoid forms becomes presumably simpler after removing the effect of known masses from 
the full geoid. This paper deals with the mathematical solution of the effects of known sur-
face mass distributions capable of computer computation and presents some results of initial 
numerical computations. 
Recent terrestrial and satellite measurements make it possible to deter-
mine global geoid reliable up to a fpw meters. Hence. characteristic quan-
tItIes of geoids constitute perhaps thp most accurate data availah](' regard-
ing the geophysical information of th(~ total Earth. 
At present it is not possible to f'xplain the physical background of large 
geoid anomalies: this fundamental task is in connection with the internal 
constitution of the Earth. Accordingly, the physical hackground of geoid 
anomalies in which we arf' intrrested the :3-D density function O(x, J. z) 
of Earth's inhomogeneous density distribution --- have to be determined from 
the Earth's known potential field W(r, 6, I.) or geoid shape. This is the famous 
geophysical inverse problem which has, unfortunately no unambiguous mathe-
matical solution [5]. Owing to this fact, the physical intrrpretation of global 
geoid anomalies has not yet been given. 
In the following a new and simple method is presented which offers the 
possibility of determining the Earth's density distrihution more preeisely [13]. 
The basic method of solution is to separate the effects of known and 
unknown masses responsiblr for geoid undulations. First, geoid anomalies due 
to kno·wn masses on and near the Earth's surface are determined (i.e. geoid 
anomalies which correspond to the distribution of topographic masses along 
the surface, isostatic compensating masses and. among others, plate tectonic 
density models are calculated). In the second step, geoid undulations of well-
known mass distributions are subtracted from the real geoid undulations 
of the Earth: and finally in the third step, we try to explain the remaining 
simple geoid shapes. As on expects, these remaining geoid anomalies show 
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the global effect of deeper unknown density distriimtions inside the Earth. 
On constructing plausible earth density models from all the geophysical 
(seismic, geomagnetic, geothermic) data available, the interpretation of the 
remaining geoid undulations can he achieved, but the geoid anomalies of 
these models have to he evaluated. From such Earth models only one may be 
accepted which produces the picture of the remaining geoid undulations. This 
final step of physical interpretation of global geoid anomalies is the most 
difficult one. 
ThiE' paper aim:" at the cyalnation of the first two stepE'. 
1. E"i,:aluation of inflnel1ces of topograpllic 311<1 isostatic lnasses 
First let us haye a brief look into the strategy of the computational 
method. The gravitational potential of a body comprised in the domain 0' of 
density 19(x, }",.::) in an external point P is giyen hy the integral expression 
VI' k I· dm 
.! I (1) 
where the notations are seen in Fig. 1 and k is Newton's constant of gravita-
tion. 
"\Vhen we consider the effect of topographic and isostatic masses, 0' is 
the domain jWllllded by the physical surface of the Earth and density di8tri-
Lutioll demonstrated in Fig. 2. This model is capable of computation in such 
a way that the Earth is subdivided into two parts with regular hut unknown 
inhomogeneous density distribution and on upper part with kno'wn inhomo-
geneous density distribution. This splitting up is performed so that the total 
mass and shape of the model must be the same as for the real Earth. Elements 
of mass required for integration were constructed according to Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3. Individual mass elements lie hetween the compensation surface and 
the Earth's surface: in lateral direction they are bounded by meridian planes 
and vertieal planes perpendicular to that of the meridians. The mass .Jmi of 
eaeh element can he composed of seyeral parts of different densities depending 
on the topography itself as the isostatic model, illustrated in Fig. 3, indicates 
[14]. The grayitational potential per unit mass of the i-th. mass element 
Jl1l i at point P is 
k (2) , 
where li denotes the distanee between the centre of mass of a mass element 
1l1l i and point P aecorcling to Fig. 2. The total gravitational potential at P 
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can be expressed hy numerical approximation of integral (1) and cquation 
(2) as 
(3) 
with VB bcing the potential of the unknown inner part with an a8sumed 
regular density distribution. 
Since the disturbing potential 
(4) 
is needed for computing geoid anomalies instcad of the potential V p , the 
gravitational part Ul; of normal potential Up have to he subtracted from 
gravitational potential Vp defined through (3). (Thc definition of normal 
potential will he dealt with later on.) We mention that in the prececding 
only the gravitational potential ·was treated hecause the centrifugal potential 
Vp vanishes hy suhtraction: Tp 1f7p - Up, since W'p = Vp Vp, Up = 
= U~ Up and Vp = Up. 
Finally, the separation N p hetween lcvel surface of our model's gravity 
and normal potential can he expressed using the simplified Bruns' formula. 
With the notations of Fig. 4 
(5) 
Fig. 4. Separation of geopotential :md spheropotel1tial surfaces 
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holds, where YQ is the intensity of normal grayity. When point P lies on the 
geoid, the separation N = To/Yo of the geoid above the ellipsoid (geoid undula-
tion) can be determined. 
In practical computations it is adyantageous to develop T p in (4) into 
a spherical harmonic series. The idea of this method is determine first the 
8pherical harmonic coefficients of surface mass anomalies and then to use 
these coefficients to express the disturbing potential fUllction and the required 
geoid undulations as well. 
'c:eolized Earth's crust 
noving thickness To and 
densi ty 1Jk 
upper f.:art of the-
upper mantle 
ncvlng dpnslty "8'c. 
unknown but regular Inner 
moss model 
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discontinuilY 
Fig. 5. 'lode! to produce normal grayity field 
In this case the inner mass distribution as well as the upper part are 
assumed to generate normal gravity fields as shown in Fig. 5, (i.e. idealized 
crust of uniform depth To with homogeneous density H" and mantle ly-ing 
bet,veen bottom of crust and isostatic compensation depth of density Ba)' 
The normal field is supposed to coincide cxactly with the international normal 
gravity field of a leycl ellipsoid. 
The evaluation of the gravitational potential of our model is split into 
two parts. The main part consist of a rotationally and equatorially sym-
metrical normal field generated by an unknown inner regular density distribu-
tion with a mantle of uniform thickncss and homogeneous density {} a above 
it; and finally, homogeneous crustal matter of density {}l; and thickness To' 
According to our hypothesis, the external bounding surface of this body 
coincides with the ellipsoidal level surface (level ellipsoid) of the international 
normal gravity field, and the normal potential U 0 of this ellipsoid equals 
that of the geoid. Hence the potential of this main part can he calculated 
hy the well-known formulas of the international normal gravity field. 
A much smaller irregular part, demonstrated in Fig. 6, caused by the 
upper part of the crust (physical surface of Earth) and the irregularities of 
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G 
Fig. 6. ~Iod('l of disturbing potential computation 
the crust-mantle boundary is added to the main part mentioned above. The 
potential of this small irregular part is eyaluated only under spherical ap-
proximation illustrated in Fig. 7. 
On the basis of the preyiously introduced principle, the geoid computed 
hy Bruns' formula now refers to the level ellipsoid of normal gravity field. 
i.e. the international reference ellipsoid. The potential U 0 of this ellipsoid 
equals the potential of the geoid but the inner mass distrihution of our model 
(Fig. 2) still remains unknown. If this model the potential of which we want 
to deYelop into a spherical harmonic series - is introduced as ahove, there 
will he no confusion at least in principle whcn the geoid heights of this model, 
computed by Bruns' formula, are subtracted from the global geoid since they 
are referred to the same normal gravity field and reference ellipsoid. After 
subtracting from the complete geoid, the resulting geoid heights will show 
geoid forms of a body which comprises internal masses of unknown distrihu-
tion inside the earth and its external part 'will refleet the effects of masses not 
compensated according to the Airy- Heiskanen hypothesis. 
2. Effect of neglecting flattening 
It might cause considerable unjustified difficulties to use on ellipsoidal 
shape for the regularly distributed inner mass, therefore it is convenient to 
approximate the shape of this domain hy a sphere and to measure ellipsoidal 
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Fig. 7. Notations for disturbing potential computation 
Fig. 8. :L\otations to investigate flattening neglection 
topographic heights above this sphere. When the flattening of the ellipsoid 
is neglected, i.e. it is approximated by a sphere, an obvious error is com-
mitted during disturbing potential computation; in our case, however, this 
approximation can be justified [15]. 
To prove this, in Fig. 8. let F denote the domain bounded hy the physical 
surface of the Earth, E denote a rotational ellipsoid which closely approxi-
mates the shape of Earth, and G be the domain bounded by E and F. :'\ow 
the disturhing potential T p can be expressed as 
J ~ .' {} (x)·_) T p = Vp - U~ = k J J ~~ dx dy dz k J JJ _{}_u_( ~-' ),--' z-'-) dx d,v dz (6) 
F E 
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where {}v is the density of model in Fig. 2. and {}1l is the density of a body 
producing the gravitational part of a normal gra-vity field. In the following 
let {}g denote the density distrihution for which the two integrals on the right 
8ide of (6) can he summed up into one integral over domain G: 
(7 
In the next step a coordinate transformation 
[~:] = [~-l ~-1 ;;;;' 0 0 0] [X.] o Y D"' (8) 
is introduced where the numerical value of D depends on hoth semi major 
and minor axes a and b of the rotational pIlipsoid E(a, 11) or on the flattening 
f = ((I b)Ja: 
3 
3 
It can readily he seen that equation (8) transforms the (x, y. ;;;;) points of 
a rotational ellipsoid E(a, b) into the point:;: (x', y', ;;;;') of a splwre of equal 
volume to that of an ellipsoid. Differences of geographical latitudes of cor-
responding Q and Q' points rcmain helow 6 minute:;: of arc using this trans-
formation (and taking into account the numerical valu!' of flattening. ap-
proximately 1/300). ~ext, the transformation (8) of integral expression (7) 
(note that dcnsity is not altered in corresponding points Q and Q') and then 
the Ta:dor expansion of III in the integrand when D = 1 yields 
T p' = k jjJ 8g (;1;' ;:' ,_~'l dx' d.y' d;;;;' 
G' (9) 
(D - l)k JJJ ~-::-=--.-"- [3 ( ;;;; p ~l' zg' r -1] dx' cl)" d;;;;' . 
G' 
The term in braces is the cosine of the angle het'ween P'Q' and plane 
x'v': so the maximum ahsolute value of the bracketed expression is 2. The 
function 8ix', y', ;;;;') in the integrand may either he positive or negative, 
hence domain C has to he divided into two parts +C' and -C' according to 
its positiye or negative sign, respectively. Now the disturbing potential T P' 
Oil the Ipft side of (9) can also be expressed as the sum of positive + T P' and 
negative T p, quantities. Accordingly, if the flattening is neglected and only 
the first terms of TayIor espansions (yf ~Tp, and -Tp, are kept, then the 
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following estimation holds for absolute values of both quantItIes: the error 
due to the second Taylor term is surely less than 2f/3 8,," 1/400-th part in 
-Tp , and +Tp , [10]. 
3. The potential of a given mass distrih ution in terms of spherical harmonics 
The gravitational potential Fp of an arbitrary density distribution in 
Fig. 9 over domain (j (the Earth) in an external point P is given by expres-
sion (1). \Vith the notations of Fig. 9 this formula can be rewritten in spherical 
polar coordinates in the form 
dT= 
(10) 
= 
7".!~S.,I' 8(r', e'. i,ll) r '2 sin e' n, . ---'--' __ -c"-____ dr' de' dj.' 
T' 0' ;.' 
Substituting the spherical harmonic expansion of 1/1 into the above 
expression (if terms of Oth order and of rotational symmetry are written 
C'xplicitly), the gra'\itational potential at an arbitrary outpr point P(r, e, I,) 
is given by 
Fp = k.:li {I __ i 1~)11 I n P n (cos (9) 
. r n=1 r 
= n ( ')Tl ~.::E .::E ~ [Cnm cos m I. 
n=l m=l r. 
(11) 
where the total mass of hody is J1 and a suitably chosen distance ([I ./ r) [1]. 
"z 
do=( r' fsin9tir'd8'd iI' 
?(r,13,/\) 
"? 
y . 
.... » 
Fig. 9. ~otatio115 to evaluate gravitational potential of an arbitrary body in spherical 
coordinates 
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The corresponding coefficients Jm C nm, Snm in (ll) can he evaluated 
if the density distrihution inside the given body is known. 
If m = 0, 
J" = .. -Cno = - lV: an f ff (r')" Pn(cos e') g(r', e', nda (12) 
holds true and for the case m 0 
{
CIlm } 2 (n- m)! 
Snm = .;"1 a" (n m)! X 
,> , "~ {'!} 
, '!" n / cos rn/" ." "'-/ xJJJ(r) P"m(cose) . ,!fJ(r,e,I.)da 
SIn ml. 
(13) 
a 
IS valid where da denotes the volume element: 
da = (r')2 sin e' dr! de' d).' • 
If "we substitute the following normalized form 
P nm (cos e) = 11 i(2n (n - m)! " I) ( )1 Pnm(cose); 
n m. 
. {I, if m = O} 
1= 
2, if In == 0 (14) 
of Legendre polynoms Pn( cos e) and associated Legendre functions P m,,( cos e) 
into spherical harmonic series (1) then, of course, coefficients (12) and (13) 
also have to be normalized: 
J Cnm } = l! (11 -t- m)! {Cnm} l S"m ! i(2n + I)(n m)! Snm 
._{'I,ifm 
1- ') 'f 
:., 1 l1l 
o 
O. (IS) 
Since in our case integrals (12) and (13) have to be determined for the 
model demonstrated in Fig. 2, the physical surface of the earth represents 
the limits of integration. Once the coefficients of the spherical harmonic 
series (ll) are determined, disturbing potential T p can also be evaluated 
by the same coefficients (as will be shown later). 
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4. The evaluation of spherical harmonic coefficients by numerical quadratures 
Iu the following a numerical quadrature method is introduced which is 
approximate over the entire Earth surface but exact within each mass com-
partment. Numerical quadrature is accomplished by dividing the surface of 
a sphere approximating the Earth by p - 1 parallel circles and S meridians 
into ps area compartment. Topography is estimated by average heights over 
these compartments. "With notations of Fig. 10 let us denote 
j.: x 
Fig 10. Notations for numerical integration 
R 
and 
Rij R + hiJ, 
where hi] is the average height over a given area compartment, dij is the iso-
static root-thickness, To is the average crustal depth and R is radius of the 
Earth's equivolumal sphere. 
First let us evaluate the triple integral in the right side of expression 
(13) within integration limits shown in Fig. 10. One may readily evaluate the 
simpler equation (12). Let us neglect for the moment the constant factor on 
the left side of integral and introduce the following notation: 
I =fff(r')" P llm (cos 0') {c~s m:;} {}(r', 0', ;,') da 
SIn ml, 
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r sing the above mentioned partitioning 
R{f Elf"]. ;.i::. 
I = ~ j f J' J'{T't-i-2 Pmll(cos e') X 
1=1 J=1 
ROii 0jl i.i1 (16) 
{ "} cos m /.. / ~ ... / . , , I A, X. ., {j(T, e , I. ) S111 e dT de dl .. Sin 1111. 
holds. Since the density function {jeT', e', ?') is independent of e' and I.' 
'within a single compartment and integration limits are constants 'with respect 
to e' and !.'. the triple integral (15) can he factored into three single integrals: 
[ (17) 
where we have denoted: 
R+f1ij I {jeT') (1")"-i-2 dT' (18) 
R-Tc-d;j 
{ IJcsl = I
J
·'" {c~s m~.:} d}.' 
SIn 1711. 
(19) 
I', i1 
{-)'jt 
J' P IiI1l (cos e') sin 8' df)' (20) 
8'j, 
\Ve eyaluate the first integral (18) in two basic cases, i.e. over continental 
and oceanic areas. As it can ]w spen in Fig. "7 the continental ca5C become5 
I R ~ Rr' ~V) V)""' d,' cc 
R-T.-dii 
R-T. R-i-hij (21) J (1")11 --,-2 dT' 1\ f (1")" --,-2 dT' 
R-T,-dij R 
where mean height hi; is positive and To is the mean erustal t hickneso:, and 
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according to the isostatic model by Airy. On performing integration in (21) 
and performing elementary manipulations, the expression 
_1 {l} .Rn+3l(1 
n + 3" . 
(22) 
-'- (fJ - {T.) (R ; a f{ 
results where v" and fJ a denotes average crustal and mantle density ({}" ='= 
='= 2670 kg/m\{}a ='= 3270 kg/m3). In the same way the integral (18) can also 
be evaluated oyer oceanic areas covered by sea water. If ii;; denotes mean 
oceanic depth, 
is found where{}t, ,~ 1030 kg/m3 is the density of sea water and 
denotes anti-root thickness from Airy's isostatic equilibrium hypothesis. 
The integral expressions (19) may he eyaluated to yield equations 
where 
I 1 ( . , c - SIn m l· i2 
111 
2 JA 
- cos m -'-''--'-'--'-:.::.. sin In 
In 2 
Is = ~ (cos 111 l' i2 - cos m }.i1) = 
m 
2. l.iI + I·i'). Ji. 
= -SIn m --sIn m 
m 2 2 
!1/. = l' i:2 - i.11 = const. 
(23) 
(24) 
Let us finally evaluate integral (20) ! After introducing the new variable 
cos fy as ahoye, 
fl=COS e'jl 
I p = f P"", (t) dt, (25) 
t! = cos f-J' j: 
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holds true. This integral may be evaluated by a recursive method suitahle 
for computer calculations. 
For this purpose let us start with the following expression which can 
easily be verified by differentiating (14): 
Vi _ t2 dP~: m-I (t) + 
dt 
+ (m - I) ~==;: P n, m-I (t) 
(26) 
Moreover, it can be deduced from the differential equation of Lpgendre func-
tions that 
1 
Pnm(t) = X 
n(n + 1)- m(m + 1) 
(27) 
holds. Note that expressions (26) and (27) became undetermined at poles, 
i.e. when t = cos g or t = sin7p. Integration of (26) between limits tl and t2 
and applying (27) produces the expression 
X{-
t, 
f Pnm(t)dt= _. ____ 1_-,---__ 
., 11(n >< 1)-m(m-L1) 
t, 
2(m + 1) [V1- t/ Pn, m-;-l (t2) 
+ 
t, 
m f P n, m+2 (t) dt} 
m+2 
I, 
(28) 
It is e"Vident that integrals of Pnn(t) are also needed in the ahove formula for 
recursive computation. The desired expression can he gained hy the integra-
tion of (cf. [4]) 
P I1Il (t) = 1 . 3 . 5 ..... (2n - 1)(1 (29) 
which yields 
I, f Pnll (t) dt 
+ n(2n - 1)(2n 3) Jp"-" ,,_, (t) at] , (30) 
I, 
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Note that for the recursive computation of (30) a very disadvantageous error 
accumulation occurs which can be avoided by using the method of [11]. 
To summarize, the integral I p can no"w be calculated recursively suit-
able for computer calculation - by formulas (26), (27), (28), (20), and (30). 
5. Results of initial numerical computations 
Numerical test computations were performed hy the authors on the 
basis of the previously de~cribed procedure. Computer programs \\-ere devel-
oped in the FORTRAN language on an IBM PC/AT computer. The first 
program system computes C;;n" 5"m spherical harmonic coefficients from 
input mean surface heights -- using the ahove described process - for the 
Earth model sketched in Fig. 2. The second program of the system creates 
geoid heights oyer preyiously given grid points from input CIl"" 5"111 coeffici-
ents. The third program interpolates contour maps of geoid heights. 
:Mean topographic heights 'were introduced oyer P >< F area blocks 
into the calculation (this implies 64800 data for the entin' Earth). Spherical 
harmonic series of disturbing potential were determined up to degrees n = 
= m = 36, 50, 90, 180; however, since geoid shape due to topographic and 
isostatic masses does not vary significantly with increasing degree (and, on 
the contrary CPU times increased rapidly) the follo\\-ing t('st were accom-
plished only up to n m = 90. 
Geoid undulations due to topographic and isostatic mass('s can be sePIl 
in Fig. 11. It can be established that geoid heights computed by spherical 
harmonic series of disturbing potential are reasonable: maximum geoid un-
dulations of ' 10 : ± 30 m were obtained depending on the characteristics of 
topography. We mention also here that since spatial positions of crmt 
atmosphere (-ocean) and crust mantle houndaries are not known precisely, 
a minor translation of level surfaces of computed potential field may occur. 
This translation, however, can he neglected for our purposes since the com-
puted geoid is needed for only interpretational purposes. 
Our final goal is to interpret major geoid forms physically by separating 
the effects due to well-known density anomalies; hence the next step is to 
separate our computed topographic - isostatic effect from the full glohal 
geoid shape. Fig. 12 illustrates the RAPP 1981 geoid which we chose to inter-
pret. Remaining geoid forms are demonstrated in Fig. 13 which were ohtained 
by subtracting geoid heights of Fig. 11 from the RAPP 1981 geoid. Fig. 1:3 
shows that, unfortunately, our prohlem has not heen simplified significantly 
since geoid forms which do not contain the effect of topographic and iso-
static masses have not become simpler or easier to interpret. Anyway, the 
separation process have to be continued, i.e. additional known mass inhomo-
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gemtIes (e.g. density irregularities of plate tectonic models, etc.) have to he 
considered and computahle geoid heights due to masses have to he suhtracted 
from geoid heights demonstrated in Fig. 13. To achieve this, further investiga-
tions, additional computer software, collection and consideration of other geo-
physical data are needed. 
Our investigations ·were commissioned hy 'OTKA" contract No. 5-204 
under the title "Glohal and local geoid investigations". 
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